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Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat  (27)
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt as she makes her way around Miami. She was also seen with her dad on the balcony checking out the view.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Rita Ora wears a red bucket hat with a vintage Janis Joplin tee-shirt and "Michael Jackson style" black loafers with white socks as she makes her way around Miami.  11 Jan 2020  Pictured: Rita Ora.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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